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DATA SHEET:

BREACHRECON
BreachRecon alerts clients when employee emails, usernames and personally identifiable
information are exposed in third party data breaches. Early warning empowers clients to
secure their systems and get ahead of cyber attacks.
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

The first step in getting ahead of these threats and risks is
knowing what your attackers know, and that means having
the same data they have. By obtaining the same historical
and ongoing breached information, organizations can quickly
secure known compromised accounts and counsel affected
employees. Strategically, this rich data set can be integrated
and operationalized into an organization’s cyber security and
threat intelligence functions in order to anticipate, detect and
prevent sophisticated attacks.

The best time to stop an attack
is before it happens.

BREACHES ARE THE NEW NORMAL

Employees often inadvertently expose their organizations by
using their work email and password when creating accounts
on non-work websites such as LinkedIn and Netflix. When
those websites are hacked, their user databases are sold and
shared amongst cyber criminals on the internet. Today’s reality
is that billions of accounts are compromised each year. This
provides adversaries a multitude of attack capabilities that put
organizations at risk.

PASSWORDS ARE JUST THE FIRST
PROBLEM

Certainly the clearest threat is direct access to an organization’s
systems by leveraging stolen credentials. But there is
significantly more risk involved than meets the eye. The
personally identifiable information and associated technical
metadata contained in these breaches, combined with tools
and other attack resources, gives hackers an unwelcome
advantage. The realized threats span everything from direct
and indirect access, account takeover, targeted profiling, spear
phishing, fraud, impersonation to insider compromise.

BREACHRECON IS THE HIGHEST
FIDELITY DATABASE OF USER
ACCOUNT BREACHES AND CONTAINS
OVER 10 BILLION RECORDS

BreachRecon is a cyber reconnaissance service from
GroupSense that delivers historical and ongoing visibility
to clients of all their employees affected by user account
breaches. The service includes all available data, such as emails,
usernames, passwords, technical metadata, and personally
identifiable information. BreachRecon also features an API that
clients may use to integrate and operationalize the data.
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BENEFITS

Monitor for all Employees

Simply register all your organization’s email
domains and BreachRecon will automatically
begin searching and monitoring for all your
employees.

See it all 				

Unlike other resources, with BreachRecon,
you’ll see all the available data from breaches,
including passwords, usernames, personally
identifiable information, technical metadata
and more.

Secure exposed accounts and
stay vigilant 				
Quickly identify at-risk user accounts reset
them and remain on alert for newly exposed
credentials as they are exposed.

Improve security with more
intelligence

Integrate and operationalize BreachRecon
data to get more out of your existing security
technologies and arm your threat intelligence
operatives.

ABOUT GROUPSENSE

GROUPSENSE SERVICES

Actions are louder than words, We are changing how cyber
intelligence is delivered and put into action.
GroupSense is a leading provider of cyber intelligence services. GroupSense is not
a feed, or a search engine for the dark web. GroupSense are people, empowered by
proprietary technology, helping information security and intel teams realize value.
We are trusted by governments worldwide to assist in cyber intel program
development, election monitoring, and anti-fraud and risk measures. GroupSense
tracks known and suspected threat actor and groups, publishing research. Our team
reaches out to affected organizations regardless of customer status.

BrandRecon

DarkRecon

VIPRecon

AllyRecon

Brand Protection

Data Protection

Read our recent report showing how compromised credentials are at the heart of
the disinformation campaigns that interfered in the 2016 US Presidential election.
www.breachrecon.com/sharksreport

To learn more about GroupSense, visit: www.groupsense.io
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VIP Protection

Measure 3rd Party Risk

